Geometry	Chapter 12
Lesson 12-1

Example 1  Draw a Solid
Sketch a rectangular prism 4 units high, 7 units long, and 5 units wide using 
isometric dot paper.Step 1	Mark the corner of the solid.  Then draw 4 units down, 7 units to the left, and 5 units to the right.
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 Step 2	Draw a parallelogram for the top 
of the solid.
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Step 3	Draw segments 4 units down 
from each vertex for the vertical 
edges.
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 Step 4	Connect the corresponding 
vertices. Use dashed lines for 
the hidden edges. Shade the 
top of the solid.
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 Example 2  Orthographic Drawings
Draw a corner view of a figure given
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its orthographic drawing.

	The top view indicates three columns 
of different heights on the bottom row 
and three columns of the same height 
on the top row.
	The front view indicates that the left side 	
is three blocks high and the right side is 
two blocks high with a break in the surface
one unit high.
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	The left view indicates that all the columns
are three units high as seen from this side.
	The right view indicates that all three 
columns in the back are three units tall 
while the columns in the front are one, two,
and one units tall, respectively.

	
The lowest columns should in front so the differences 
in height between the columns is visible.  Connect the 
dots on the isometric dot paper to represent the edges 
of the solid. Shade the tops of each column.


Example 3 Cross Sections of Solids
CRAFTS  Miranda has a piece of foam that is shaped like a cone. She wants to make a decorative centerpiece for a table using the cone. However, she does not want the centerpiece to have a point, but wants the top of the centerpiece to be an oval shape. How should she cut the cone to get an oval top?
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blade placed at an angle to the base of the cone, 
the slice would be an oval shape. So, the top of the
centerpiece would be an oval.








